Concussion/Head Injury Checklist

If, at any time during the game, the Intramural Supervisor or an Intramural Referee suspects a participant has encountered a collision which may have resulted in ANY type of head injury, use the SCAT 2 form to evaluate that participant.

If, during the SCAT 2 evaluation, any of the listed symptoms are visible, the participant CANNOT RETURN to any Campus Recreation activity until clearance is obtained from a Medical Doctor and provided to the Assistant Director of Intramural Sports and Sport Clubs.

Head Injury Protocol

- If the participant is unconscious for any length of time EMS must be contacted.
- If the participant loses consciousness for any length of time after the initial injury EMS must be contacted.
- If the participant is bleeding from a head wound that cannot be controlled with gauze or a fabric bandage that participant must either be taken by another participant or by EMS to the nearest hospital.
- When suspicion of head injury is observed, no matter how slight, with the SCAT 2 document, err on the side of caution and do not let the participant return to the game.
- Find a teammate or a friend to leave with the participant and obtain the teammate or friend’s information for the Campus Recreation Injury Report.
- Give the injured participant, and the person they are leaving with, a head injury card. READ the card to the participant and the person leaving with them so they are advised of all warnings.
- If, at any time, you are worried about a participant’s safety, contact EMS immediately.
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